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Arabic Calligraphy and the ''Herbal" of al-GhPfiqi: 
A Survey of Arabic Manuscripts 
at McGill University 
by Adam Gacek 
Rare book collections in the McGill University Libraries house a significant number of Oriental 
books, in addition to Western European works. Among them there are over 650 Islamic 
manuscripts. This is a brief survey ofthose manuscripts written in Arabic, irrespective of their 
provenance. The present article includes a list of signed calligraphs and a description of the 
"Herbal" of al-Ghhfiqi, two outstanding features of the Arabic collections. 
En plus des ouvrages venant de lJEurope de I'Ouest, les collections de livres anciens des biblioth6ques 
de 1'universitkMcGill comptent un  nombre assez important de recueils orientaux. Parmi ceux-ci 
jigurentplus de 650 manuscrits islamiques. Cet article donne un bref apergu des manuscrits rkdigks 
en arabe, quelle que soit leurprovenance. La liste des calligraphies signkes et une description de 
1"'Herbier" d'al-Ghafiqf, deux Jleurons des collections arabes, en font d'ailleurs partie. 
T he McGill University Libraries house four collections of Islamic manuscripts. The languages represented are Arabic, Persian, 
Ottoman Turkish and Urdu. These collections 
are located in McLennan Library, Islamic Studies 
Library, Osler Library and Blacker-Wood 
Library. Until now these manuscripts have 
received very little attention from scholars of 
Islamic studies. A large number of them have 
remained in obscurity since the 1920s due to 
insufficient cataloguing data. All together there 
are over 650 handwritten codices, 280 of which 
are in Arabic or Arabic and Persian. The Arabic 
manuscripts form a collection of approximately 
290 individual compositions covering almost all 
of the traditional Islamic disciplines such as 
Qur'anic Studies, Tradition, Jurisprudence, 
Philosophy, Theology, Philology, Natural 
History, Medicine, Mathematics and Astronomy. 
In addition to the manuscripts, the Department 
of Rare Books and Special Collections in 
McLennan Library possesses a valuable collection 
of over 200 Arabic calligraphs and fragments 
(usually single leaves), some 82 of which are 
signed. 
THE COLLECTIONS 
1. Os ler  Collect ion 
The Osler collection, which consists mainly 
of Arabic and Persian manuscripts, was obtained 
from Sir William Osler (1849- 19 19), a famous 
McGill professor, and from the ophthalmologist 
and ornithologist,  Dr.  Casey A. Wood 
(1856-1942), a McGill graduate. The manuscripts 
donated by Sir William Osler were acquired 
mainly from a great admirer of his, a certain Dr. 
M. Sa'eed of Hamadan (Iran). From the point of 
view of provenance, the manuscripts donated by 
Dr. Wood fall into two groups. The first group 
constitutes manuscripts originally collected 
during the period 1926-1927 by the Russian 
scholar Wladimir Ivanow (1886- l97O), then 
cataloguer of Persian manuscripts at the Royal 
Asiatic Society of Bengal and formerly Curator 
of Persian manuscripts in the Imperial Library 
at St. Petersburgh. The second group is made up 
of the manuscripts acquired from the German 
physician and Arabist Dr. Max Meyerhof 
(1874-1945), who spent some thirty years 
practising medicine in Egypt.' 
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The Arabic manuscripts in the Osler collection 
number some 58 individual works (79 with 
copies thereof) and, with the exception of one 
codex, all are broadly within the field of 
medicine. There are two dated manuscripts 
going back to the 7th113th century and one from 
the 8thl14th century. The most famous is the 
illustrated "Herbal" of al-Ghlfiqi (ms 7508) 
described below. The collection also counts 
among its other rare items a copy of al- 
Mucdlajdt al-buqrhtfyah (ms 225) of AbQ al- 
Hasan Ahmad al-Tabari (fl. 4thllOth century) 
dated Shawwll 61 111215 and a copy of the 
commentary by Nasir al-Din al-Tihi (d. 
67211274) on Ibn Sinl's al-Ishdrdt wa-al- 
tanbibdt (ms 478). This manuscript transcribed 
in the months of Shacbln through Ramadln 
76111360 was copied from the exemplar 
containing numerous marginal glosses by the 
scribe's teacher and his teacher's teacher, thus 
bringing it very close, if not to the very time 
when the original was compiled. There is also 
an old codex, going back to the 6thIl3th century 
or earlier, entitled Sharb Fuszil Buqrdt (ms 
7785166) by Ibn Abi Sldiq, known as Buqrlt al- 
Thlni (d. after 46011068). 
2. Blacker-Wood Collection 
The Blacker-Wood Arabic, Persian and Urdu 
manuscripts were gathered almost exclusively by 
Dr. Wood. Most of the 238 volumes were 
collected in 1926-27 by W. Ivanow, who 
provided the collection with a hand-written list.= 
The collection contains some 89 individual 
compositions in 75 volumes. There are 2 1 works 
on Philosophy and Logic, 15 on Grammar and 
Lexicography, and 12 on Theology, Sufism and 
Ethics. Other subjects covered are Qur'anic 
exegesis, Hadith, Fiqh, Rhetoric, Prose and 
Poetry, Arithmetic and Astronomy, as well as 
Natural History and Veterinary Science. 
The oldest dated manuscript is a copy of al- 
Kashshhf (ms 170) of al-Zamakhshari (d. 
53811 144) transcribed in DhQ al-Hijjah 
78511384. Three other dated manuscripts come 
from the 9thl15th century. These are al-Rawd 
al-fd 'iq fi' al-mawdciz wa-al-raqd 'iq (ms 189) 
of AbQ Madyan Shucayb al-Hurayfish (d. 
80111398), dated Muharram 817114 14; Sharb 
isdgbzijf (ms 202) by an unknown author, 
executed in Safar 87311468; and al-Tahdhfbfi' 
sharb al-Tahdhfb (ms 208), being a commentary 
by 'Ubayd Alllh al-Khabisi on Tahdhfb al- 
mantiq wa-al-kaldm of MascQd al-Taftgzlni (d. 
79 11 l389), transcribed in J u m l d l  al-013 
87711472, This collection, put together in 
Northeastern India, chiefly at Lucknow, is of 
great importance for the study of Arabic Indian 
palaeography . 
3. Islamic Studies Collection 
The Rare Book Section of the Islamic Studies 
Library houses a relatively small but quite 
interesting collection of 168 volumes of Arabic, 
Persian and Ottoman Turkish manuscripts. Most 
of this collection constitute Arabic codices. 
There are 1 12 volumes embodying some 127 
individual texts. In subject coverage, it is similar 
to the Blacker-Wood collection. With almost all 
disciplines represented, these two collections in 
many ways complement each other. The 
disciplines best covered are Jurisprudence (34 
texts), Philosophy and Theology (27 texts) and 
Grammar (19 texts). Approximately 85% of the 
Arabic collection is of Persian provenance. The 
remaining 15 % constitute manuscripts which 
were executed mostly by Turkish hands. These 
manuscripts were acquired in the 1960s and 
1970s from Iranian and European booksellers. 
The oldest dated codex is a copy of a gloss 
(bhshiyah) by Ahmad Khaylli (d. 87011465-6) on 
a commentary (sharb) on  ~ l - ~ A q h ' i d  al- 
nasafi'yah (ms l 12), transcribed in 89911493-4. 
This collection also includes a beautifully 
calligraphed and illuminated copy of a collection 
of prayers (ms 42), mostly by the famous Sufi 
master 'Abd al-Qldir al-Jillni (d. 56 111 167), 
executed in Shacbln 109411683, and a large-size 
leaf (44 x 28.5 cm.) from a "KQfi" Qur'an (ms 
167), written on parchment supposedly by 'Ali 
ibn Ahmad 'al-Warrlq for Fltimah, the Zirid 
Princess of Qayrawln, on 10th Ramadln 4 10, 
i.e., 1020 A.D. This leaf is a gift from the former 
President of Tunisia, Habib Bourguiba, who 
visited in the Institute and its library in 1959.3 
4 .  McLennan Collection 
The McLennan collection, apart from a 
number of Persian and Ottoman Turkish 
manuscripts, contains 33 volumes of Arabic 
manuscripts (i.e., 16 individual works). Among 
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the 33 volumes there are 18 copies of the 
Qur'an, three works on  Grammar and Rhetoric, 
five prayer-books and two works on  Sufism. 
Most of these manuscripts came from Dr. Casey 
Wood, the others came from various private 
sources and book dealers, notably from H.K. 
Monif of New York. 
The most notable items in this collection are: 
1. Kithb al-kdmil (ms A2) of al-Mubarrad (d. 
2851898), the oldest Arabic dated codex at 
McGill, transcribed in Rajab 56311 168. It bears 
two seal impressions of the Bohora D 2 i  'Abd 
al-Qldir with the date 125811842. 
2. Kalilah wa-Dimnah (ms Al)  of Bidpai, 
dated Rabic al-ThSni 105511645 and containing 
95 well-executed miniatures. 
3. Jawhhir a l -anwhr  wa-nasamht al-azhhr 
(ms A4), a collection of prayers by MQsS al- 
Maghribi, calligraphed by a n  Ot toman  
calligrapher, Ibrlhim al-RudM in 1 1651175 1-2. 
4. Talkhfs al-Mifthh (ms A3) of al-Khatib al- 
Dimashqi (d. 73911338) executed in 96011552-3 
by RamadSn ibn Muhammad ibn Salmln al- 
Tabrizi and containing four well-drawn 
miniatures. 
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As mentioned earlier, the Department of Rare 
Books at the McLennan Library houses a 
collection of over 200 pieces of calligraphy and 
single leaves from different manuscripts. This 
very beautiful and valuable collection includes 
82 signed calligraphs and 28 diplomas (ijhzdt) 
issued to calligraphers. Among the fragments 
there are 15 parchment leaves. Most calligraphs 
are of the type called q i r ah  (i.e., single, usually 
mounted and decorated piece), although there 
are a number of discarded leaves (mukhraj) and 
albums (muraqqac). They were acquired by Dr. 
Gerhard R. Lomer (1882-1970), former  
University Librarian, from Atkinson of London 
in the early 1920s. 
The signed calligraphs represent the following 
names: 
'Abd al-GhaffSr BaydS'i KhSvari. - Nos. AC39 
(panel in thuluth, dated 125811842-3), 
AC40 (panel in nastaclfq, dated 
125811842-3). 
'Abd al-Halim Amir Afandi zSdah (d. 
116911755, Huart ,  167-168;  Rado,  
157-158). - No. AClOO (qirah,  n.d.).4 
'Abd al-Qldir al-Hamdi I m l m  z ldah  (d. 
119011776, Rado, 174 o r  121011795-6; 
Huart, 187). - No. AC 15 (single leaf, n.d). 
'Abd al-RahmSn al-Hilmi (d. l22OIl805, Huart, 
188; Rado, 187; Inal, 130-131). - No. AC12 
(qirah,  n.d.). 
'Abd A11Sh Yadi Qulali (Yedikuleli, d .  
114411731-2, Huart, 159; Rado, 136- 138). 
- Nos. AC25 (qipah, n.d.), AC99 (q i rah  
dated 1 14 111728-9), AC 107 (mukhraj, 
n.d.). 
Ahmad JSwush zldah, a pupil of Husayn Afandi 
KhaffSf zSdah. - No. AC88 (qirah,  n.d.). 
Ahmad Khalil BSshS zgdah. - No. AC3 (qirah,  
n.d.). 
Bakr al-QQnawi. - No. AC95 (single leaf, dated 
1 16111748). 
Darwish Ahmad (d. 112711715, Rado, 122; 
Huart, 138). - No. AC84 (qirah,  n.d.). 
Darwish 'Ali I1 (Kucuk, d .  112811715, Rado, 
123; Huart, 151). - No. AC18 (qirah,  
n.d.). 
Darwish 'Ali 111. - No. AC20 (unmounted four- 
leaf muraqqac, dated 120 111786-7). 
Darwish IbrShim ibn Shacbln KhSnah-i Safarli. 
- No. AC85 (undecorated q i r ah ,  n.d.). 
Fayd AllSh al-Lamc?, ImSm JSmic SulaymSn in 
UskudSr. - No. AC91 (undecorated q i rah ,  
n.d.). 
Hlfiz IbrShim (possibly the same as IbrShim al- 
Shawqi, q.v.). - No. AC 17 (qirah,  n.d.). 
Hamd Alllh [al-AmPsi, known as Ibn al-Shaykh] 
(d. 92611520, Huart, 108ff., 1 ldff., 137ff; 
Rado, 49-54). - No. AC155 (mukhraj, n.d., 
with a note bzi mukhra j  H a m d  Allhh al- 
macrzif bi-Ibn al-Shaykh). 
Hasan al-Rushdi (d. 120511790, Jabarti, 11, 
116-1 17). - No. AC156 (an ijhzah, with a 
chain of authorities going back to 'Ali ibn 
Abi TSlib and Muhammad, given by 'Abd 
A11Sh al-Anis al-Mawlawi, da ted  
1 15711744-5. Followed by twelve other 
ijhzht granted by Muhammad al-NQri, 
IsmScil al-Zuhdi, Hasan al-DiyS'i, Ahmad 
ibn IsmScil al-Afqam, 'Ali al-MSliki, 
IbrShim al-Riwaydi, Ahmad AbQ al-'Izz al- 
ShanawSni, Muhammad al-Azhari, 
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'Abd Alllh, a pupil of al-Anis, Ahmad al- 
Mukhlis, Sulaymln, a pupil of al-Diyl'i and 
Mullammad Najib SQyQlji ~ l d a h ) . ~  
Husayn al-Jazl'iri (d. 112511713, Murldi, 11, 
55-56; Zabidi, 94). - Nos. AC51 (qirah,  
dated 11 3 1/17 18-9!); AC52 (undecorated 
q i rah ,  dated [ l ]  11911707-8); AC53 q i rah ,  
dated [I] 1 1411702-3). 
Husayn ibn Ramadln (d. 11 5711744, Rado, 145 
o r  115211739; Huart, 162-163). - No. 
AC37 (qirah,  a d . ) .  
Ibrlhim al-Shawqi (also known as Hlfiz Ibrlhim, 
d .  124511829, Huart, 192; Rado, 202). - 
No. AC163 (Siirah 78-1 14, dated Shawwll, 
123511820). 
IbrShim ibn Ismlcil al-Mu'nis. - Nos. AC72 (1 1 
unmounted leaves, dated 12571184 1-2 and 
126211845-6); AC70 (unmounted  
muraqqac  of four leaves, dated 
126111845). 
Ismlcil al-Zuhdi I (d. 114411731, Huart, 160; 
Rado, 135-136). - No. AC43 (qirah, n.d.). 
IsmScil al-Zuhdi I1 (d. 122111806, Rado, 
186-188; Huart, 188). - Nos. AC47 
(qipah, dated 120511790-1); AC 135 (two 
leaves, dated 120011785-6). 
Ismlcil al-Zuhdi (either I o r  11). - Nos. 
AC44-AC46, AC49-AC50, AC 160,  all 
undated). 
Ismlcil ibn 'Ali. - No. AC98 (qirah,  n.d.). 
Khayr al-Din. - No. AC94 (unmounted q i r ah ,  
dated 130311885-6). 
MahmQd Ja191 al-Din (d. 124511829, Rado, 
199-200; Huart, 191-192). - Nos. AC26 
(qirah,  n.d.); AC27 (one leaf, n.d.); AC29 
(large panel in thuluth, n.d.); AC30 (large 
panel in thuluth, n.d.). 
Muhammad al-Hilmi. - No. AC 13 (undecorated 
q i r ah ,  n.d.). 
Muhammad al-NQri [al-Maqdisi] (d. 1 16211 748-9, 
Kurdi, 251; Zabidi, 94 or  Rajab 116311750, 
according to a marginal note on  AC35). - 
Nos. AC33 (qirah,  n.d.); AC34 (qi'ah, 
dated 11  28/17 15); AC35 ( q i r a h ,  
116311749-50). 
Muhammad Amin Afandi. - No. AC157 (Siirah 
77, followed by two ijdzdt, given by 
Muhammad NQri and Muhammad al-Sa'id 
Mustaqim zldah, dated 1 18311769-70) 
(Figure I). 
Muhammad 'Arab zldah (d. 1 127117 15, Huart, 
151). - No. AC90 (qipah, n.d.). 
Muhammad Baylzid z ldah .  - No. AC96 
(unmounted q i r ah ,  n.d.). 
Muhammad Fakhri Afandi. - Nos. AC3 1 (qirah, 
with two ijdzdt given by Muhammad al- 
KhulQsi and al-Sayyid Hamdi, dated 
126311846-7) (Figure 3); AC32 (qicah, 
with two ijdzdt granted by Muhammad al- 
Wasfi DSci Ahmad, dated 126311846-7) 
(Figure 2). 
Muhammad Ghllib Fawzi Afandi. - Nos. AC58 
(qirah, with three ijdzdt given by Mustafl 
al-Hilmi damld al-SukQti, 'Ali al-Hamdi 
and Hlfiz Husayn al-Lutfi, a pupil of 
Mustafl al-Hilmi, dated 125811842-3) 
(Figure 5); AC59 (qirah, with three ijhzdt 
given by Muhammad Tlhir,  known as 
Khalifat Mustafl al-Hilmi damld Ibrlhim al- 
SukQti, Muhammad Amin al-Dhihni, a pupil 
of Kablji zSdah and YacqQb Hakki, a pupil 
of Musrafl al-Hilmi. All dated 125811842-3) 
(Figure 4). 
Muhammad ibn MahmQd. - No. AC42 
(unmounted  th ree  leaves, dated 
11 1311701-2). 
Muhammad ibn Muhammad. - No. AClOl 
(qipah, n.d.). 
Muhammad Mu'nis z ldah  (d. 13  l8I l900,  
Azzlwi, 290). - Nos. AC64 (unmounted 
q i rah ,  dated 128611 869-70); AC68 q i rah ,  
dated 128611869-70). 
Muhammad Qlsim Tabrizi. - Nos. AC6O (panel 
in nastacliq, dated 128211865-6); AC6l 
(panel in nastacliq, n.d.); AC62 (panel in 
nastacliq, n.d.); AC 158 (seven leaves from 
a muraqqac, dated 12841186743). 
Muhammad Rlghib Afandi. - No. AC97 (qipah, 
with an ijdzah given by Muhammad 'Atl', 
a pupil  of Wasfi Afandi, da ted  
120111786-7) (Figure 7). 
Muhammad Rlsim (d. 116911755, Rado, 
155-156; Huart, 168). - No. AC87 (qirah, 
n.d.). 
Muhammad Shakar zldah (d. 1 16611752, Rado, 
151-152). - Nos. AC36 (qipah, n.d.); 
AC54 (qipah, n.d.); AC55 (qi'ah, a d . ) .  
Muhammad Shahri (d. 11 5311740, Rado, 14 1; 
Zabidi, 94). - Nos. AC14 (qipah, n.d.); 
AC2 1 (qirah,  dated 11 1511703-4). 
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Figure 1. Two diplomas awarded to Muhammad Amin Afandi (AC 157). 
Figure 2. Two diplomas granted to Muhammad Fakhri Afandi (AC32). 
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Figure 4.  Three diplomas granted to Muhammad GhPlib Fawzi Afandi (AC59). 
Figure 5. Three diplomas awarded to Muhammad Gh2lib Fawzi Afandi (AC58). 
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Figure 6. Calligraphic panel with two diplomas granted to 
Muhammad Tawflq Afandi (AC57). 
-- - 
Figure 7. Calligraphic panel with a diploma given to Muhammad Rgghib Afandi (AC97). 
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Figure 8. Folio 277a from the Osler codex depicting two kinds of 
kabjkaj (ranunculus asiaticus). 
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Figure 9. Folio 277b from the Osler codex depicting two additional 
kinds of kabaaj (ranunculus asiaticus). 
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Muhammad Tawfiq Afandi. - Nos. AC57 
(qi rah,  accompanied by two i jhzht 
granted by Muhammad Rashid Shiliji zidah 
and Husayn al-Husni, dated 126511848-9) 
(Figure 6). 
Mustafi 'Ali zidah (a pupil of Shughli Dadah). - 
No. AC89 (qirah, dated 113711724-5). 
Mustafi 'Izzat (d. 129311876, Rado, 2 16-2 18). - 
Nos. ACl6 (qi rah,  n.d.); AC41 (four 
unmounted leaves, dated 128211865-6 and 
[12]83/1866-7). 
Mustafi Mu'adhdhin zidah (a pupil of 'Abd 
A11ih al-Hishimi). - No. AC92 (qirah, 
n.d.). 
MustafS NQri. - No. AC104 (unmounted leaf, 
n.d.). 
Mustafi Riqim (d. 124 111826, Rado, 196-199; 
Huart, 191). - No. AC63 (qirah, n.d.). 
Sulaymiin Hikmati (Inal, [372-3731). - No. AC93 
(qirah, n.d.). 
Tahsin al-Husni. - No. AC165 (large panel in 
thuluth, n.d.). 
Tawfiqi (a pupil of 'UthmSn Afandi). - No. 
AC 162 (four-leaf muraqqac,  dated 
122511810). 
'Umar al-Wasfi (d. 124011824, Rado, 
195-196; Huart, 190). - No. AC 159 (nine- 
leaf muraqqac, dated 122011805-6). 
'UthmSn damid IbrShim al-'Afif (d. 112011805, 
Rado, 185). - No. AC102 (single leaf, n.d.). 
'UthmSn HSfiz al-Qur'in (also known as Hifiz 
'Uthmin, d.  11 1011698, Rado, 109- 114; 
Huart, 143-144). - Nos. AC73 (qirah, 
n.d.); AC74 (panel in thuluth, n.d.). 
'Uthmin ibn Darwish Muhammad Aghi al-Ard 
RQmi [of Erzurum]. - No. AC164 (Szirah 
18, n.d.). 
Yahyi Afandi (possibly al-Sayyid Yahyi, d.  
119811783, Rado, 175). - No. AC9 
(qirah, n.d.). 
THE "HERBAL" OF AL-GHAFIQ~ 
The illustrated Arabic codex, the "Book of 
simple drugs" or Kithb fl al-adu~iyah al- 
mufradah, was compiled by the Andalusian 
pharmacologist and botanist AbQ Jacfar Ahmad 
ibn Muhammad al-Ghifiqi (d. 56011 165).6 Not 
much is known about the author's life except 
that his family came from the region of Cordova 
where he is likely to have practiced medicine 
and pharmacology. His father Muhammad ibn 
QassQm was a scholar and oculist. According to 
Ibn Abi Usaybicah, a historian of Arabic 
medicine, al-Ghifiqi was the greatest scholar of 
his time in this domain. His book of simple 
remedies is a unique en~yclopedia .~  
The manuscript, originally believed to be part 
of an Arabic translation of De Materia medica 
of Dioscorides, was purchased in Iran for Sir 
William Osler, then Regius Professor of Medicine 
at Oxford University, in 191 2. It was acquired 
together with a copy of the work of Dioscorides 
and the price paid for the two manuscripts was 
25 pound sterling, only five pounds more than 
the offer made by the British Museum. Osler 
intended to give this manuscript to the Bodleian 
Library, but when Dr. W.W. Francis, a 
cataloguer of the Osler collection and later the 
first Osler Librarian, discovered that it was not 
the work of Dioscorides, he successfully claimed 
it for the Osler Library. Osler had his whole 
library catalogued before he bequeathed it to 
McGill University 
The present volume constitutes part one (al- 
juz '  al-awwao of the original work, in which 
all entries (mainly names of plants, but also some 
drugs and animals) had been arranged in 
alphabetical order. As was the practice in those 
days, the author used the alpha-numeric 
notation (abjad). It is important to bear this in 
mind as the sequence of letters in this notation 
is not only different from the present day 
arrangement of the Arabic alphabet but also 
varies in places from its eastern (mashriqi) 
version. Our manuscript, being the first volume 
of al-Ghifiqi's work, covers the letters alif 
through kaJ but having in between bh', jfm, 
dsl, hh', whw, zay, hh', th', and ~ h ' . ~  
The "Herbal" of al-Ghifiqi is an example of 
a well-planned piece of work. Since it is based 
on the works of Dioscorides (DisqQridis) and 
Galen USlinQs), he refers to these two main 
sources by using abbreviations: d h l  for 
Dioscorides and j im (unpointed) for Galen. 
These abbreviations (rumziz) are followed by the 
number of the chapter (maqhlah) from which 
a given piece of information was obtained. Thus, 
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for example, ddl bd' means Dioscorides chapter 
2 and j im wdw, Galen chapter 6. Other, later 
sources are also mentioned, usually by referring 
to the name of the author. Each letter sequence, 
which forms a chapter (bdb) is followed by a 
summary giving meanings (sharb), etymology 
and synonyms of the plants.1° 
As far as we know, only three or four other 
copies of this work are extant." This 
manuscript, preserved in the Osler Library, is a 
rare example of Arabic art. It numbers 284 folios 
(including two fly leaves) and its measurements 
are approximately 25 x 18 cm. (20.5 x 13.5 cm., 
for the written area) and 23 lines per page. It is 
written on thick Oriental paper of wove texture, 
in a very elegant hand, which can be 
characterised as Old Naskh (al-Naskh al- 
Qadim), similar to the al-Naskh al-Fadddb or 
al- Wadddh, known as an "all revealing," clear 
Naskh.12 The text is partly vocalized and the 
unpointed letters (al-burzif al-muhmalah) are 
distinguished either by a small caret (v) or a 
miniature version of the same letter (e.g., bd' and 
"ayn). Some of the main features of this hand 
are: a flat and thick stroke of the final ldm, the 
"tail" on the alif of prolongation, the serif 
(tarwis) on such letters as aliL ldm, ddl, nzin 
('particularly in chapter headings), and the 
occasional lack of a bar over the letter kdf. The 
presence of tarwis is unusual for in most cases 
a Naskh hand is devoid of it. The codex contains 
475 entries and 367 coloured drawings, mainly 
of plants, but also of animals and some drugs. 
Among the plants we find four unique drawings 
of Ranunculus Asiaticus ("little Asiatic frog") 
called Kabikaj (fols. 277a and 277b, Figures 8,  
9.) This plant, and later just its name, was used 
for the preservation of manu~cr ipts . '~  The 
volume is richly rubricated and its chapter 
headings and lemmata executed in black ink in 
bold letters (taghliz). The end of a paragraph or 
section is indicated either by ha '  and yh '  (for 
intahd, i.e. ,literally "it ended") or an open circle 
with a dot in the middle or three shaded carets 
in the form of a triangle or all three marks 
together (as e.g. on fol. 53b). 
The name of the copyist is not given and the 
date reads most probably Shacbln 654, i.e., 
August 1256.14 According to Prof. M. Meyerhof, 
who was the first to study this manuscript in 
some detail, the handwriting and drawings can 
almost without doubt be attributed to an artist 
from the Baghdad school which flourished in the 
first half of the thirteenth century until the 
destruction of Baghdad by the Mongols in 1258 
A.D. "A Baghdad," says Meyerhof, "on en a 
certainement ecrit une ou plusieurs copies 
calligraphiees pour des personnes de marque et 
on les a ensuite fait illustrer par des artistes 
'irgqiens. Le manuscrit de Montreal est t r b  
probablement un des premiers ou m@me le 
premier en date - et i cause de la catastrophe 
de Baghdad aussi un des derniers - exemplaires 
du ~ l f i ~ i  i l l~s t re . " '~  This, and the fact that the 
other surviving manuscripts appear to be 
inferior, adds to the importance of the Osler 
manuscript. 
Looking at the text itself one soon notices that 
the manuscript was collated. The marginal 
corrections constitute mainly omissions/ 
insertions. They are indicated by placing a 
stroke, between the words in the body of the 
text, which curves upwards in the direction of 
the margin where the omission is placed. If the 
omission consists of one or two words it is 
written on the level of the line from which it is 
missing. If, however, it is longer, it descends or 
ascends from the line of omission. The end of 
an omission is indicated by the word sabba, 
meaning it is correct, followed, sometimes, by 
the next word in the text, which is then crossed 
out. Only a few variants are to be found in the 
margins. They are indicated by writing the 
number two above the relevant word in the text 
and the same number plus the letter khh' (for 
nuskhah ukhrd, another copy) above the word 
in the margin.16 
The red leather covers with on-laid 
medallions and pendants are of a more recent 
date. In view of the fact that there is no envelope 
flap (lisdn) and the fly leaves are made of 
European wove paper, the present binding is 
likely to have been supplied at the beginning of 
the nineteenth century. It is at this stage also that 
the first eight leaves were added. A number of 
illustrations are damaged, mainly due to the off- 
setting of ink. There is also some loss of text 
caused by trying to separate the leaves which got 
stuck together. Furthermore, as a result of 
mindless rebinding, many folios are out of order. 
According to  Professor Meyerhof, who 
examined a photostat of this manuscript, the 
sequence should be as follows: fols. 2-9, 10-1 1, 
19, 12-18, 20-41, 42-43, 44-1 10, 120, 112-1 19, 
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111, 121-122, one or two folios missing, 
123-141, 143, 142, one leaf missing, 144-147, 
149, 148, 151-253, 274-277, 254-267, 271, 273, 
279, 278, 268-270, 282, 280-281, 283.17 He does 
not mention, however, fols. 150 and 272, which 
should follow nos. 148 and 271 respectively. 
One of the reasons for this confusion may have 
been the fact that the original catchwords were 
placed only at the end of each quire of 10 folios. 
The original manuscript must have existed in 
an acephalous form for some time. This can be 
inferred from the title on fol. 1Oa in the head 
margin; it reads: Tibb-i Qdfiqi(!) (The medicine 
of al-Ghdfiqf). The name GhSfiqi is written with 
and unpointed qdf (pronounced in Persian as 
ghd'). This, and the lack of the definite article 
before the name is a good pointer to the 
manuscript's Persian connection. If we accept 
Professor Meyerhof's theory that it originated in 
Baghdad, then it must have travelled to Iran, 
where it stayed for several centuries, before it 
was shipped to Oxford and later to Montreal. 
The same folio bears two seals: one oval with 
the legend wa-saldm 'a12 Ibrdhim (and may 
peace be upon Ibrahim), dated 1051 A.H., i.e., 
164 1 or 1642 A.D. and belonging to someone 
called IbrShim or 'Ali IbrPhim; the other, 
placed in the left hand margin and repeated on 
fol. 283a reads Muhammad Jam21 al-Din al- 
Husayni with a date 1080(?) A.H., i.e., 1669 or 
1670 A.D. These two names being typical of the 
Shicite milieu place us firmly on the Persian 
ground. Of two other seals found in the 
manuscript one (fols. 1 19a, l27b and l28a) has 
an inscription tawakkaltu "aid Alldh (I have 
put my trust in God) and the other (fol. 283a) 
has been entirely erased. In addition, fol. 283b 
bears a note recording several historical events 
around 8 l5(?)/14 1 2 involving three important 
cities: Samarqand, Herat and Baghdad. Beneath 
this note there is a chess score (bisdb al- 
shatranj) and in the lower end of the folio there 
is a barely visible date 868(?)/1463 or 1464, 
which could refer to the writing of the above- 
mentioned statements. 
Even though used extensively by Ibn al-Baytiir 
for the compilation of his JLimic and abridged 
by AbQ al-Faraj, the work of al-GhSfiqi has never 
been edited, and only a few illustrations from 
the Osler codex have been reproduced. Yet this 
particular work and its copy preserved at McGill 
surely deserves a much greater attention on the 
part of historians of medicine and art. 
CONCLUSION 
This brief survey of Arabic manuscripts in the 
collections of McGill University shows a great 
diversity of texts, many of which have never 
been explored by researchers. The Arabic 
calligraphy and the book of al-GhPfiqi have been 
selected as outstanding examples of beauty and 
rarity to be found in these collections. There are 
other treasures and a host of, what some might 
term as, ordinary codices: copies of well-known 
works which do not add much to our knowledge 
of different Islamic disciplines. They illustrate, 
however, a tradition of copying and correction, 
learning and teaching. Their beauty lies not in 
the variety of colours but often in the neatness 
and clarity of the hand. 
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Notes 
I am grateful to Dr. Richard Virr, the 
Manuscript Curator in the Department of Rare 
Books, McLennan Library, Dr. Faith Wallis, 
Head, Osler Library and Miss Eleanor MacLean, 
Head, Blacker-Wood Library, for their 
assistance. 
1. A description of the four collections of 
Islamic manuscripts at McGill University can be 
found in Thomas J. Martin's North American 
Collections of Islamic Manuscripts (Boston: G. 
K. Hall, 1977): 86-90. The information, 
however, is inaccurate. A complete and more 
accurate picture of these collections will only 
emerge once they have been properly 
catalogued. A Union Catalogue of Arabic 
Manuscripts is now being planned for future 
publication by Adam Gacek. Some of the 
manuscripts in the Osler collection were 
originally described in Bibliotheca Osleriana, a 
Catalogue of Books Illustrating the History of 
Medicine and Science Collected, Arranged, and 
Annotated by Sir William Osler, Bart. and 
Bequeathed to McGill University (Montreal: 
McGill Queen's University Press, l969), i.e., mss 
449, 450, 462, 463, 464, 465, 478, 7508, and 
7571, as well as 7785 which is a list of Persian, 
Arabic and Hindustani medical manuscripts 
presented in 1927 by Dr. Casey A. Wood and 
taken from a tabulated list drawn up by W. 
Ivanow. 
2. The original descriptions of these 
manuscripts, complete with an introduction and 
indexes, are preserved in the Blacker-Wood 
Library under the no. ZE.W852. There is also a 
typesiript of 36 pages entitled Annotated 
Catalogue of the Casey A. Wood Collection of 
Persian, Arabic and Hindustani Manuscripts 
by Wladimir Ivanow (Bombay: 1927). This 
document contains a preface and a list of rare 
works in the collection with references. A similar 
list prepared by W. J. Watson, the first Librarian 
of the Islamic Studies Library, can be found in 
A Dictionary Catalogue of the Blacker- Wood 
Library of Zoology and Ornithology (Boston: G. 
K .  Hall, 1966) 9: 681-684. 
3. A Handlist of Arahic Manuscripts in the 
Islamic Studies Library, McGill University 
prepared b y  the author of this paper is available 
for consultation in the library. 
4. For biographical details of calligraphers see 
the following references: 
Al-'Azziwi, 'Abbis. "Al-Khatt wa-mashihir al- 
khatt2tin fi al-watan al-carabi,"Sumer 38. 
112 (1982): 284-302. 
Huart, C1. Les calligraphes et les miniaturistes 
de I'Orient musulman. Paris: Ernest 
Leroux, 1908. 
Inal, Mahmud Kemal. Son hattatlar. Istanbul: 
Maarif Bas~mev~, 1955. 
Al-Jabarti, 'Abd al-Rahmin. Ta'rikh 'ajh'ib al- 
dthkrfl al-tarhjim wa-al-akhbhr. Beirut: 
Dir  al-Fhris, n.d., 3 v. 
Al-Kurdi, Muhammad TShir. Ta'rikh al-khatt al- 
carabi wa-hdkbuhu. al-Matbacah al- 
Tijiriyah al-Hadithah bi-al-SakPkini, 1939. 
Al-Muridi, Muhammad Khalil. Silk al-durar fi 
acyhn al-qarn al-thdni 'asbar. Cairo: al- 
Matbacah al-Miriyah al-'Arnirah bi-BQliq, 
1874-83. 4 v. 
Rado, $evket. Turk hattatlarz. Istanbul: Yaym 
Matbacll~k Ticaret, n.d. 
Al-Zabidi, Muhammad Murtadi. "Hikmat al- 
ishriq ili  kuttiib al-if2q," Nawhdir al- 
makhtzitht, ed. 'Abd al-SalSm Hiiriin. 
(Cairo: Matbacat Lajnat al-Ta'lif wa-al- 
Tarjamah, 1954) 5: 50-99. 
5. For an analysis of this work, see my "The 
diploma of the Egyptian calligrapher Hasan al- 
Rushdi," Manuscripts of the Middle East 4 
(1989- forthcoming). 
6. The title of this work has been taken from 
the preface. The colophon, however, refers to 
it as Kitab al-Ghhfiqi (The book of al-Ghifiqi). 
For biobibliographical information see C. 
Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen 
Litteratur (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1937-49) 1:643 and 
SI:891; M. Ullmann, Die Medizin im Islam 
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1970):276-277; "Al-Ghifiki," 
Encyclopaedia of Islam, new ed. 1960- , suppl., 
fasc. 5-6. 
7. See his "Uyzin al-anbh' j? tabaqdt al- 
atibbh', ed. Nizir Rid2 (Beirut: Dir Maktabat al- 
Hayih, 1965):500-501. 
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the Bodleian Library) , J. H . Bill an offi ial in th 
British Rcsidcncy in Bu:hirt Iran, who acted a· 
a link bctwct:n A. C(n Ic y and the own r of the 
manu ript , Or . •f. ace d), W . W . Fran ·is and 
appended to thi. vo lume. T he d ·cription of th 
manu cript of Dio coridc an b found in B. \: . 
Robin on and Ba il ray , 71Je Persian Art oftbe 
Book, catalogue of an exbibition betel a t tbe 
Bodleian Librm·y t o mark the ixtb 
International ,ongr ess of Iranian A rt and 
11r haeolog; I (Oxford : nodi ian Library, 19 2): 
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